
DACS-ZAA 4 October 1991

MEMORANDUM FOR GENERAL SULLIVAN

SUBJECT: HASC Report-~CaII-up of South Carolina National Guard
Co bat Units During Operations Desert Shield/Storm.

1. Attached report (dtd 23 Sep, 91) was prepared by Representative
John M. Spratt, Jr. (D-SC) for the House Armed Services Committee.
The report was referenced in a 7 October, Army Times article,
"Guard Was Ready to Go."

2. Recommend you read the introduction at TAB F and the Summary
amid.
3. Report states that the Army prevented the units from going even
though they met deployment criteria; and brings into question our
current reporting system for assessing combat readiness/capability.

As you know, our systems, the 1R and the USR are only snapshots in

time and not intended to stand alone in assessing unit readiness.
The 1R assesses the results of a two week AT cycle, and the USR
assesses resource fill and the number of training days required at a
point in time--Roundout Bdes submit a USR quarterly.

Two FORSCOM--BOLD SHIFT--initiatives, the "EDRE" and a change to
the 1R assessment, from a snapshot, to a continuous evaluation
process of both IDT and AT, will provide, in conjunction with the
USR, a more accurate assessment of unit readiness.

4. At TAB Q are case studies from the three combat units in South
Carolina, 1-263d Armor Bn, 1—151st Aviation Bn, and the 4-178th
Field Artillery Bn. The 1-263d AR was federalized, and deployed to
the NTC for training. Aside from grumbling about Active Army
leadership preventing their deployment to SWA, all three battalion
commanders were positive in expressing a belief that their units
would have deployed if the war had continued.

LTC Ben Griffin
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INTRODUCTION

When President Bush authorized the mobilizau'on of 200,000 troops to the

Persian Gulf, he triggered the first true test of the Total Force Concept. But in its

first test, a signicant element of the Total Force was left out: combat unis from

the Naonal Guard. How and why this happened - and the implications — are

the focus of this report.

On August 24th, 1990, when Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney published

his implementing instructions for the President’s call-up two days earlier, he made

clear that the Army was limited to 25,000 reserve component combat support and

combat service support personnel — personnel specialties which reside for the most

part in the reserve components. His decision deliberately excluded all Army

National Guard and Reserve combat unis.
At this point, the su-ategy in Saudi Arabia was defensive. The Pentagon

was planning only a six-month tour of duty for a_ll troops deployed there. DoD

defended is dedsion by explaining that the call-up’s ISO-day limit would leave

little time for Army Guard and Reserve combat unis to muster personnel and

equipment, complete training, deploy overseas, and sll make a meaningful

oonuibution in the theater.

Seemingly in opposition to the spirit, if not the letter, of the Total Force

Concept, the decision to exclude these Army combat units did not sit well with

Army Guard and Reservists, especially with those in the so—called “roundout”

brigades and battalions. These unis train and equip with the acve Army, and

had been led to expect that when their parent active unit deployed, they would

deploy with them. The decision also did not meet the expectations of Congress.

In order for reserve component combat units, including roundout unis, to be

deployed, Congress used the FY 1991 Defense Appropriations Act to add 180 days

to the existing 180 day call-up authority.

In early November, three days after the appropriations bill passed, Secretary

Cheney announced the call-up of the three Army Guard roundout brigades - the

48th, the 155th, and the 256th. At the same press conference, General Colin

Powell stated that these brigades would need "work-up" training, which would

include a rotation through the National Training Center (NTC).



Despite the fact that elemens of the 48th Infantry Brigade (Mach) had

rotated through the NTC the previous summer and were certied combat-ready,

the entire brigade was required to rotate through again. By the time the brigade

completed this training and was certied combat-ready on February 28th, President

Bush had proclaimed a cease-fire in the Persian Gulf. Members of the Nau'onal

Guard who were temporarily aligned with the 48th, some of whom are in my

distict, believe they would have deployed if the war had not ended so quickly.

But the fact that they were delayed so long and n_ot deployed continues to rankle.

Since the roundout concept was rst formulated, Congress has legitimized it

by funding the roundout units with the same equipment and training priority as

their parent active component units. Other reserve combat unis, which are not

roundout unis but are "CAPSTONE" aligned to active Army organizations in time

of war, are similarly equipped. One roundout unit in the South Carolina Army

Nah'onal Guard, for example, is equipped with M-l tanks and Bradley Fighting

Vehicles. Another unit, CAPSTONE—aligned with the XVIII Airborne Corps, is

equipped with Apache helicopters. For these units, a quid pro quo has always

been clear: if equipped and u-ained like active combat unis, they would be sent to

war like the acu've combat units.

When the Gulf War came, the reserve unis upheld their part of the bargain.

They were eager to go, and the fact that they weren’t sent with their parent acn've

units has left a rift between the Army’s active and reserve component forces. As

Maj. Gen. Robert F. Ensslin, In, President of the National Guard Association wrote

in National Guard magazine, "Many of us in the Guard have gained the perception

that our combat arms unis were put in a position where it was almost impossible

to succeed. Because the Army did not need them in Saudi Arabia and because

many active Army officers instinctively disbelieve that a Guard maneuver unit

(infantry and armor) can be combat ready, they set up a self-fulfilling prophecy.“

General Eston Marchant, the Adjutant General of the South Carolina

National Guard, puts it even more bluntly: "It adds up to us the way 2 + 2 adds

up: If the Guard was mobilized, and did well in the theater, the Army would be

in worse shape in sustaining the force structure of the acve components."

According to Marchant, the question of why the Guard combat units were

not sent has been a "source of great agonizing" for Nau'onal Guard men and
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women in South Carolina. "It was a matter of pride to start with," said Marchant,

"but as the Pentagon drumbeat about readiness stepped up, it became a matter of

credibility." The readiness issue is a sore point. "I highly resent the remarks [by

Secretary Cheney] that ’the war proved that the Guard was not ready,” said

Marchant.

After hearing similar complains from Nau’onal Guard members all over my

state, I thought the subject should be investigated. On July 12th, several members

of the Committee Staff and I met with members of South Carolina National Guard

combat unis that did not deploy to the Gulf. The following case studies highlight

some of the informan'on we gathered during those discussions.
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CASE STUDY #1

1/263 ARMOR BA'rrALION (M-l)

When Lt. Col. Robert C. "Buddy" George, commander of the 1/263 Armor

(AR) Battalion first learned of the 200K call-up, the Vietnam veteran felt eel-min

the battalion he had served with for nearly 20 years would soon be leaving for

Southwest Asia. The 1/263 AR is a roundout unit aligned with the 24th Infant-y

Division at Ft. Stewart. The unit has been a roundout battalion since 1973 when it

was first aligied to the lst Cavalry Division at Ft. Hood. It was realigned with

the 24th Division at Ft. Stewart not long after. 'There was no doubt in my mind

that if the 24th was mobilized, I was going," said Col. George. "The commander

[of the 24th] always said that when the 24th deployed, we would deploy with

them. We were considered their tenth battalion." Based on exisu'ng war plans,

said George, he expected to arrive in a warn'me theater of operaons between 45

and 60 days after mobilization, if not earlier.
Every year the 1/263 AR was trained and evaluated by an active-duty sister

battalion in the 24th Division. Weekend drills were occasionally conducted at Ft.

Stewart, home of the 24th. The battalion chose to use the 24th’s sandard

operating procedures and received all Gaining guidance from them. In 1988, the

1/263 AR began to transition to the M-l W tank — a tank compatible with those

in all other 24th Division unis - and qualied 57 of 58 tank mews. The

battalion’s Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTE?) and l-R ratings

(conducted by active Army evaluators) were always sau'sfactory or better.

In the early days of August 1990, the 1/263 AR began its regularly

scheduled annual training at Ft. Stewart. After it became apparent that the US.

might respond to the invasion of Kuwait by sending troops to Saudi Arabia, the

operations staff ofcer (G-3) of the 24th told Col. George that he expected the

1/263 AR to be deployed to the Gulf with them. At that time, the combat—ready

status of the l/263 AR was rated C-l (personnel), C-2 (equipment), C-l

(equipment status) C-2 (training) and C-2 overall. But when the 24th was told to

begin uploading its equipment on the ninth of August, the 1/263 AR was told

that they wouldn’t be going along.

Not long after this, said Col. George, his battalion learned that there were



plans to merge other active component unis with the 24th rather than call-up the

assigned roundout unis. "The 197th was cannibalized from Ft. Benning to give

the 24th another brigade to replace the 48th," said Col. George. "I never saw them

mentioned in any war plan I had ever seen." Allegations that the 197th deployed

to Saudi Arabia in C-S status apparently further angered Guard units. Deputy

FORSCOM commander Maj. Gen. Horace G. Taylor later told members of the

House Armed Services Committee staff, however, that the 197th was in C-S status

only while transioning to the M-l IP tank, per Army readiness regulations.

According to Taylor, the brigade was a "solid C-l" when it deployed.

In mid-September, the 1/263 AR learned that they might be aligned with

the 48th Infantry Brigade for post-mobilization training - an organization which

prior to this date had not been in the battalion’s chain-of-command. The 1/263

AR was called-up on November 27th, mobilized on November 30th, and arrived

December 3rd at Ft. Stewart. On December 3rd, said Col. George, "S95 of my 629

people arrived at the [mobilizaon] site. We were at 95 percent strength, 93

percent MOS [military occupational spedalty] qualified. We then got extra people

and were at 101 percent strength. At this point there were only 3 percent not

MOS qualied." He did point out, however, that his unit was short 12 out of 39

direct support maintenance people and 8-10 tankers.

Although the 1/263 AR had a readiness ran'ng of C-Z - which by pre-

Desert Storm criteria made it qualied for deployment - the rules had changed by

the time the battalion reached Ft. Stewart. The Deparunent of the Army now

required all combat units to be rated C-l to be considered deployable. According

to Col. George, "Their criterion for readiness was never developed. Yet it was

subjectively determined that we needed more training." He added, "All of the

standards by which we were judged had changed, but I think my preparedness

was as good as, if not better than, my regular counterparts."

Col. George described the post-mobilization training plan at Fort Stewart as

"doomed to failure because it was me driven, not event driven." The roundout

units were constrained by a DoD training plan which mandated a rotation through

NTC to be completed by March 3lst. George pointed out that his unit lost a

number of tank gunnery practice days due to bad weather. He had argued that

the battalion should conduct its gunnery training rst so that the equipment could



be sent early, but he was told to conduct individual training rst. In his words

he was "force fed a plan" that was a "major deviation from Army training and

doctrine." The advice he offered oonceming the training needs of his battalion

were ignored. "They didn’t believe Buddy George, that’s the point," he said.

After training at Ft. Stewart was completed, the 1/263 AR was sent on

December 26th to the NTC at Fort Irwin, CA along with the 48th Infantry Brigade.

Resentment over being cobbled together with battalions they did not know or train

with was apparently still simmering in the 1/263 AR when the battalion arrived at

NTC. When asked if he would have deployed with the 48th at that dme, Col.

George answered, "I would have rather gone with the 24th if I'd had a choice

because I trained with them. But I did not have a choice. I did not know the

48th and would not have felt comfortable going to war with them because I

didn’t know the brigade and they didn’t know me. However, after training with

them for two and a half months, I had no reservations about going to war with

them. In fact, we have a great relationship right now."

Of the 60 days spent at the NTC, Col. George was most disturbed by the

apparent dedsion not to "plus-up" the 148th support batmlion (SPT BN), thereby

resulting in a shortage of service support personnel and equipment. The 148th

SPT BN was organized to support the 48th brigade’s three organic battalions and

it could not effecu'vely support an. additional tank battalion without additional

resources. The shortage of mechanis during this conict was Army-wide, so this

problem was not limited to the 48th. But the roundout brigades, which did not

have priority in filling personnel shortages and were short as many as 100

maintenance personnel, were sn'll expected to achieve a C-1 rau'ng in equipment

readiness before deployment.

Col. George readily admits that his unit needed more training before it

deployed to the Gulf, but certainly no more than the 19 post-mobilization days

estimated prior to Desert Storm by is parent active component, the 24th Division.

He feels that any additional training could have and should have been conducted

in Saudi Arabia. "I can show you figures that both active and Guard units

needed training before they were ready to go. But no one is doing a comparison

of active Army readiness to Reserve and National Guard readiness."

"We were ’ready’ on 30 November," said Col. George, who believes his unit



would have deployed if the war hadn’t ended. In Buddy George's opinion, 'What

they are saying about the Guard not being combat ready is bunk."



CASE STUDY #2

1/151 AVIATION BATIALION

For Lt. Col. Mark Rhett, commander of the 1/151 Aviation (AV) Battalion,

the warning order of unit mobilization and deployment to Southwest Asia came

on August 12th - ten days after Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait. Col. Robert N.

Seigle, commander of the 18th AV Brigade, called Col. Rhett and told him, "be

prepared to go." Seigle had requested that his CAPSTONE augmentation unis -
the 1/130 AV and 1/151 AV Army National Guard Apache attack helicopter

battalions - be prepared to deploy from home station to Southwest Asia. The S-3

of the XVIII Airborne Corps, Maj. Harlan Devore also called with instructions to

"get ready." However, when the aviation asses of the XVIII Airborne Corps

deployed to Southwest Asia, its CAPSTONE-aligned National Guard unis did not

deploy with it.

At the time of our discussion, Lt. Col. Rhett su'll could not understand why

his unit was not allowed to deploy with the XVIII Airborne Corps. Only the

second unit in the National Guard to receive the Apache helicopter, a large

percentage of his unit were combat veterans.

Although the unit was not certied combat ready unu'l October, Col. Rhett

felt that certican'on could have been completed along with the unit’s mobilizau'on.

A partial ARTEP had been completed in lune and the remaining portion took

three days to complete. According to Col. Rhett, "The perception of the 1/151 AV
is that a separate and hidden agenda applied to Army National Guard unis

mobilizing for Operan'ons Desert Shield and Storm."

He added "Senior Department of the Army officials were unwilling to accept

any National Guard combat aviation unis as deployable. However, these same

reserve unis were asked to provide individual aviators and aira'aft as fillers to

positions identied as unfilled by active component forces." Rhett did

acknowledge that the 1/130 AV, a National Guard unit similarly equipped with

Apache helicopters which was mobilized in February, probably could have

deployed if the war had not ended. He pointed out, however, that the 1/130 AV

never received a deployment date.

Col. Rhett admits that being an Apache pilot is "a challenge" and that it
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"takes work to keep dedicau'on up." His piles y a minimum of 140 hours per

year, with many of those hours spent in difficult night-time, nap-of-the-earth flight

training. Motivan'ng his troops will now be more difficult, said Col. Rhett,

because the usefulness of the roundout units has been called into question. Col.

Rhett stated that ofcials now in the 18th AV Bde had told him in effect, "We

don’t know what we’re going to do with you now." Col. Rhett believes that

"acu've duty folks are now more reluctant to work with the National Guard"

because it has been "su'gmau'zed as not being ready, or deployable when the time

comes."

"The personnel of the 1/151 AV have made the commitment to meet the

training requiremens of this unit based on the priority lI Force Activity

Designator assigned, and the repeated statement by this commander that this unit

would be mobilized if the XVIII Airborne went to war. It will take considerable

inuence now to reestablish that same level of commitment since the senior

leadership of the acu've component failed to follow the Total Force Concept," said

Col. Rhett.



CASE STUDY #3

4/178 FIELD ARULLERY BATIAUON

Lt. Col. Henry B. Richardson, Ir. is a part1er in a established law rm and

an attorney for Sumter County who "sat on ’Go’ status for the entire war." Like

the 1/151 AV, the 4/178 Field Artillery (FA) Battalion is CAPS‘I‘ONE aligned to

the XVIII Airborne Corps. His direcve, said Col. Richardson, was to be prepared

"to mobilize, Uain, deploy, and fight as part of the XVIII Airborne Corps artillery

with U.S. Forces in SWA (Southwest Asia), and to be prepared to provide

reinfordng fires to the 24th Infanry Division Artillery."

For Col. Richardson, the question of mobilization for his M-lO9A—3 self-

propelled field artillery battalion "was not whether we would be called but 11_e_n

we would be called." So firmly did he believe that his deployment was imminent

that "I kept my bags packed to be ready to go on four hours notice for the entire

war."

The 4/178 FA had been given detailed training guidance from the XVIII

Airborne Corps Arn'llery Headquarters. Key battalion personnel were briefed by

Corps aru'llery on actual war plans for Southwest Asia when the active component

unis were briefed. The unit was given detailed maps of the region which were

limited to "restricted" distribuh'on.

After receiving its CAPSTONE mission and training guidance, Richardson

said his unit went into an intense "train up." He added that being aligned with

an active component unit with a crical mission greatly inu'eased the "learning

curve" and motivated the troops, thus rapidly improving their level of readiness.

When the XVIII Airborne Corps was mobilized, Col. Richardson’s battalion

needed very little improvement. On the battalion’s last ARTE? before August

2nd, the unit received all "Go's" on standard artillery and operational tasks and on

is nuclear operations tasks evaluation. On the unit’s l-R report, it received the

highest possible ratings with the exception of two areas which received the next

highest possible ratings. Col. Richardson quoted from the narrative written by the

Commander, 24th Infantry Division Artillery, that accompanied that evaluation:

"Battalion 5-3 coordinated all unit moves in a superb manner and all sub-units

executed them flawlessly. The unit consistently shot timely and accurately." On

IO
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is Unit Status report for 15 July 1990, the battalion was rated C-l in personnel

and C-Z in every other category. The report estimated that the unit needed 20

days of baining after mobilization to be fully combat ready.

The xvm Airborne Corps, said Col. Richardson, was "exU'emely supporn've

and considered us their own." He credited the assistance and guidance provided

by his active duty counterpart for his unit’s readiness status. The relationship,

said Col. Richardson, was a good one because parent organization and reserve

component unit worked with and depended upon one another. "The XVIII
Airborne Corps is light on artillery, and when they get into a ground war, they

need additional aru’llery," said Col. Richardson.
Based on the early August coordination with the XVIII Airborne Corps

artillery, the 4/178 FA expected to arrive in Southwest Asia by the end of

September. "At one point 880 tires came to my unit. I thought that was a pretty

good sign that we were going," said Col. Richardson.

Although the 4/178 FA was never ofdally placed on alert, it was placed
I

on the "critical unit" list. It was obvious, said Col. Richardson, that the xvm
Airborne Corps would need reinfordng artillery (which in fact it later received).

He therefore assumed that his unit would be mobilized sooner or later and

prepared the unit to be ready "on call." -

On August 12th, he and his superior, Col. Nicholas P. Sipe, were given a

detailed brieng on the crisis by XVIII ABN Corps Artillery personnel at Ft. Bragg

and conferred with the Corps Artillery commander. Their units were being

carried on the Corps Artillery’s order of battle, and a shipping date and port of

embarkan'on was disclosed.

Following those discussions, Col. Sipe directed that the battalion be

"postured" to depart on 36 hours notice. The advance party was to be ready to

leave in 12 hours and the commander and key personnel in 4 hours. Plans were

implemented for extra training, particularly in the area of chemical warfare.

According to Richardson the unit remained in this posture, "with bags packed"

until the war ended.

Col. Richardson, like his National Guard counterparts, believes that "our

brigade was not deployed due to the battle over the acu've Army versus the

Guard and Reserve." He added that he felt that the problem existed at the

11



"FORSCOM level" not with those in the eld.

Col. Richardson said that he would have been reluctant to deploy to the
Gulf if he wasn’t certain that his troops were ready. "Most of us have worked
together for 20 years I know almost everyone in my battalion by name. Those
I don’t know personally, I know their mamas and their daddies. After I looked at
that map and saw [the size of the enemy arrayed against us] I would not have
taken my soldiers in the early stages of the war unless I was sure that they were
ready. I wouldn’t have wanted to face their mamas and daddies and have to tell
them that their son or daughter died in combat because we weren’t ready."

To Col. Richardson the failure to deploy his unit, "has had a devastating
effect on the morale of my unit. It’s hard to drive soldiers when they feel that
it’s all a game, and they will never be mobilized." Richardson added later, "Every
Nau'onal Guard unit should have an alignment with an active component unit in
support of a specific mission. Units should know whether their likely mobilizau'on
posture is contingency, follow-up or deep reserve. Training days and equipment
should be allocated in accordance with a unit’s most likely mobilizau‘on posture."

To sum up the feelings of the unit, said Col. Richardson: "All reserve
component units should be given a mission or shut down. Of course, that’s like
telling someone with a gun in his hand that ’I would rather die than eat your
cooking.’ I hope my battalion will continue to have a meaningful alignment and
be allowed to do our job, should it ever need to be done.”

12
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SUMMARY

The decision not to deploy reserve component combat units with their
parent unis in the active Army has opened a breach between the reserve
components and the acve Army.

That said, I am not ready to conclude that there was a conspiracy on the
part of the active Army, or to believe that the Army sought to discredit is reserve
combat components. There were operau'onal considerations driving the type of
units needed in the early stages of the conict. If there were also poliu‘cal

considerations, the Secretary of Defense may have felt that the forces deployed
could face a long stalemate in the desert, and the reserves would be the first to
lose patience. Or he may have foreseen bloody battles on the ground and felt that
heavy casualties in the Guard and Reserve would provoke opposition to the war.

These considerations are reasonable, except for one fact: they contradict the
concept of the Total Force. The other services were not guided by them. They
deployed their Reserve and Guard combat units without the 60-90 days of
addiu'onal training required of Army reserve componens, and their dedsion was
vindicated. Air Force reserve component combat units, such as the 169th Taccal

Fighter Group of the South Carolina Air National Guard, acquitted themselves
particularly well in the Gulf without the exu'a training.

Army combat reserve component units had to be "put through their paces,"

in the words of Secretary Cheney. The Army had long had a system for rating
combat readiness, but Army reserve components were made to undergo a formal
validation process, in which many felt "the rules were changed." This left an
overall impression that Army Guard and Reserve combat componenm were either
not ready or not capable.

My report focuses on just three of the Guard units that could have been

deployed during the Gulf conict. Obviously, I can’t claim that these unis
represent all combat units in the Army Guard and Reserve, but I think I can fairly
say that if these units had been deployed with their parent acu've units, they
would have been ready. And if the Army had sought in earnest to test the Total
Force, units like these could have been selected and deployed with their parent

unis in the acn've Army. Had such units been deployed, they could have trained
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as roundout unis with their parent units in the theater. Instead, they were forced

to train with unis with which they were not familiar; and they lacked priority
when it came to getting spare parts or filling personnel shortages — the shortage

of tank mechanics and service support people for the 48th Infantry is a case in

point.

The decision not to deploy these unis has hurt morale and training. It has

also hurt the worldng relationship between Army active and reserve components.

And it has left an important piece missing in the first full test of the Total Force.

Nonetheless, this much at least was learned about the Army’s combat

reserve componens:
- First, the combat unis in line to be activated sought to be activated -
they did not try to avoid service;
—- Second, Congress did not stand in the way but instead supported the

call-up of the reserves; and
- Third, unis like the 1/263 AR, the 1/151 AV, and the 4/178 FA were

ready and capable, and could have deployed with their parent acdve unis.

All of the above is positive. But since the counn'y is spending large sums

on the reserves components and will rely on reserve forces even more in the

future, answers are needed about the Army’s reserve combat componens that

Desert Storm didn’t provide.

Some of those answers may lie in unis like the 1/263 AR, 1/151 AV, and
the 4/178 FA. If in fact these unis were ready and capable of being deployed,
then the shortcomings that rendered other units un-ready may not be inherent in

the Guard, as some in the the active Army seem to think. Surely it is worth the

Army’s asking how these units differed from others in ofcer and NCO cadres,

and in training, experience, and equipment.
It also seems worth the Army’s effort to ask why its system for combat

readiness rating was not ready iSelf for real conict, at least with regard to the

reserve components. Any system of readiness rating worthy of the name ought to

indicate which forces are deployable in combat and which are not; and it ought to

tell reserve unit commanders candidly whether their units measure up, and if not,
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where correction is needed. Further, the Army should establish once and for all

at which unit level readiness for combat will be dedded. If it determines that

readiness needs to measured at the task force or brigade combat team level,

National Guard unis should be required to periodically train at those levels.

Much of the confusion concerning mobilization at the Nan'onal Guard

combat unit level probably stemmed from the murky alignment system in place

for short-notice contingencies. Insofar as possible, the Army should make clear the

alignments it has planned for different conngendes. These plans need to be

communicated clearly to both active and reserve components in advance of any
conict.

Congress also needs to be told candidly whether the Total Force is rhetoric

or reality when it coma to Army Guard and Reserve combat unis. We have

bought into the concept of the Total Force with more ardor than DOD itself.

Convinced that we are getting skill and experience at lower cost, Congress has

been equipping Army reserve component combat units with state-of-the-art

equipment, such as M-l mnks and Apache helicopters. We need to know if our
condence is misplaced, or if the Tomi Force works for the Army as well as it
works for all the services. The three unis studied here are only part of the

answer; but their case histories indicate that the Total Force should include combat

unis in the Army reserve and that these unis can and should deploy when a

crisis occurs.
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